
   We are now seeing and hearing news reports of three out 
of the four worldwide calamities which were prophesied in the 
Holy Bible; namely, wars, famine, and plague. Now, if Earth 
soon becomes afflicted by major earthquakes in diverse places, 
then the fourth calamity will have fallen into place, and then, 
even those who view prophesy as unfounded, will have to at 
least begin preparing to cushion themselves from the suffering 
that may come upon them. Reality will force many to follow the 
warnings of Bible prophesy, if looming world events fulfill these 
two thousand year old prophesies. 

WARS:
Currently, nation does seem to rising against nation: Japan, 
China, Israel, Iran, Syria, Russia, the U.S., Pakistan, India, 
North Korea, France, Mali, the Sudan.  

PLAGUE:
Currently, the global eugenicist elite do appear to be unleashing 
bird flu plague, with all these reports of new recombinant strains 
of H1Ni, H5N1, and now, H7N1. And the elite's media propaganda  
treacherously urges all to take their flu shot, which in 2009 was a 
deadly concoction that they tried to distribute to 18 nations in a 
failed attempt to precipitate global plague. This case is well 
documented by Alex Jones. We all know that when the diabolical 
elite fail, they always come back at you later. Are they now making 
their second attempt to precipitate global plague?

FAMINE:
The global elite financial emperors are about to crash the dollar, 
and there is widespread reportage about a global currency reset. 
These epic financial firestorms will certainly bring nations to a 
state of raging monetary inflation, which is prophesied in the Book 
of REVELATION, Chapter 6: The Black Horse Rider of the Apocalypse, 
wherein food is available, but inflation makes the prices far out of 
reach for all but the very wealthy. 

EARTHQUAKES: 
Numerous researchers are unveiling solid evidence from various 
fields, such as astronomy and astrophysics, much of it leaking out 
from governmental space agencies . . . evidence of space bodies 
being gravitationally pulled in by our Sun and menacing Earth, and 
meteorological observations of wild and destructive weather of all 
sorts -- all kinds of epic weather calamities. The Sun is consequently 
being electrically excited by these incoming plasma-drenched space 
bodies, and these solar excitations are provoking solar blasts of 
great unprecedented magnitude, which strike Earth; and it is well 
understood that such solar blasting causes earthquakes. 
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I urge folks to monitor these four global phenomena to determine 
whether Bible prophesy is somehow able to predict the future -- 
in this case, predictions of a future which compel us all to sit up, 
take notice, and prepare.         

             John DiNardo 

   ~~  The Holy Bible, The Book of MATTHEW, Chapter 24:
3 And as he sat upon the mount of Olives, the disciples came unto 
him privately, saying, Tell us, when shall these things be? and what 
shall be the sign of thy coming, and of the end of the world?
4 And Jesus answered and said unto them, Take heed that no man 
deceive you.
5 For many shall come in my name, saying, I am Christ; and shall 
deceive many.
6 And ye shall hear of wars and rumours of wars: see that ye be not 
troubled: for all these things must come to pass, but the end is not yet.
7 For nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom: 
and there shall be famines, and pestilences {plagues}, and earthquakes, 
in divers places.
8 All these are the beginning of sorrows. 
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